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DropBox Inc. is the leader in ISO shipping container modifications. Working directly with our customers to engineer, design, and build shipping container modifications to meet a wide range of needs. DropBox Inc. has built almost everything out of ISO shipping containers. Unused, but not useless. While some businesses are built on thinking outside the box, DropBox's business is built on reinventing the box; that is, taking what others see as a single-use container and reconfiguring it and giving it multiple, pragmatic purposes for contractors the world over. By cutting openings in the container, installing everything from restrooms, offices, blast resistant modules, electricity storage, water filtration systems and much more shipping container modifications from DropBox Inc. can also be custom built utilizing a variety of functions and uses. These container modifications are delivered turn-key so they are installed quickly and easily.

RUNNING WATER RESTROOMS

Standard RUNNING WATER RESTROOMS from DropBox Inc. come both with and without self-contained holding tanks for fresh and waste water. Developed through years of experience in providing sanitation solutions for customers in the energy industry the running water restroom is perfect for turnarounds and outages. These restroom units combine the functionality of public facilities in a turn-key industry tested solution.

FEATURES
• Rugged/Durable
• Customizable Floor Plans
• Portable/Containerized
• Turn-Key Setup
• Running Water
• Climate Controlled
• Optional Self Containment
• Optional Public Tie-in

BENEFITS
• Portable/Relocatable restrooms helps improve worker moral and lower your construction costs
• Eliminates the need for traditional portable toilets in high foot-traffic areas of your project
• Turnkey delivery directly to your location with no construction needed onsite
• Helps improve sanitation on your job site
• Custom options provide contractors with flexibility to adapt to a wide range of floor plans
• Optional self-contained design allows for running water facilities in places where traditional water/sewer lines aren't available

BLAST RESISTANT MODULES (BRM)

At DropBox Inc. our primary concern is the safety of your workers in and around the blast zone. We understand the necessity to equip your employees with a blast resistant area to securely store tools, hold meetings, take breaks, and manage projects. DropBox Inc. provides a standardized line of Blast Resistant Modules (BRM) that are PE Certified from 1.5 PSI up to 10 PSI Over Pressure Rating. Like all DropBox Inc. products a climate controlled multi-functional space. Our floor plans are customizable and can be stacked or pulled together to make multi-box units.

FEATURES
• PE Certified
• All steel exterior construction
• Custom floor plans including 20’ & 40’ units
• Engineered to meet industry standards
• Custom options including restrooms, break rooms, offices, & tool cribs
• Custom Floor plans available including multi-plex units

BENEFITS
• 1.5, 3.0, 5.0, 8.0, & 10.0 PSI Over Pressure
• 12’ wide models to maximize space on job sites
• Safety for employees in refinery, chemical plants, etc.
• Custom options provide contractors with flexibility to adapt to a wide range of floor plans
• Turn-key delivery directly to your location
• Site to site portability gives contractors optimum flexibility

CUSTOM SHIPPING CONTAINER MODIFICATIONS

Over the years DropBox Inc. has helped engineer, design, and build a wide range of shipping container modifications for customers around the world. From simple ground level offices, restrooms, and shower units to highly complex water filtration systems and battery/inverter solutions for the energy industry we have built almost anything out of the ISO shipping container.

FEATURES
• Standard and custom floor plans available
• Sturdy, Heavy Duty Construction to withstand multiple relocations throughout the life of the product
• Temporary, semi-permanent, or permanent installations
• Fully climate controlled setup allows for the installation of access control technology, telephone, and computer/internet connection

BENEFITS
• Designed for any climate
• Delivered turnkey, plug-and-play, ready to operate
• Certified stamped engineered drawings provided upon request at additional cost
• No onsite construction required
• Modular, easily relocated